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The Boltzmann energy equation, formulated as a spatially homogeneous model, 
is generalized by means of an additional convection term. The solution of the new 
equation depends on time, position, and energy in the bounded interval [O. X]. 
Under suitable assumptions, an upper bound is supplied by use of the theory of 
differential and integral inequalities. c 19X9 Academc Pres, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Boltzmann equation in the kinetic theory of gasses refers to the 
evolution in time t of a density function G(t, r, u) of particles, where r E R3 
is the position vector and u E R3 is the velocity vector. (Compare Sections 
1-3 and 9 of [5].) A derivative of a Boltzmann equation for a density 
function H(t, u) is presented in [3] for the case of an infinite, spatially 
homogeneous gas composed of a single species of particles which interact 
only through binary collisions. Since solutions of Boltzmann equations can 
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be constructed only in exceptional cases, simplified model Boltzmann equa- 
tions have been introduced into the literature. For the special case studied 
in [3], a Boltzmann energy equation has been derived by systematically 
combining the treatment of all particles for which the velocity vector u has 
the same associated kinetic energy x. The resulting study of Boltzmann 
energy equations yielded an expression for the kernel in the collision 
integral. In pertinent papers other than [3], this kernel is a chosen 
probability density function P( y, z ) x) which models the collision of two 
particles with energies y and z such that two particles with energies x and 
y + z - x are generated. According to the setting in [3], the Boltzmann 
energy equation is concerned with the transient change in the density 
function F(r, x) through the action of the collision integral. 
In this paper, the Boltzmann energy equation will be generalized by 
means of an additional term which models convection of kinetic energy in 
the presence of a spatially nonhomogeneous and non-isotropic gas. This 
additional term is formally identical with the corresponding term in the 
Boltzmann equation of [S]. However, the equation in [S] employs 
variables r, u, and t, whereas the Boltzmann energy equation will be in 
terms of X, t, and, in this development, also r. The influence of the convec- 
tion term is of particular interest if x is large. 
Through suitable assumptions on P( y, z lx) and the collision operator, 
the subsequent analysis establishes an upper bound for the solution of the 
generalized Boltzmann energy equation by using a solution of a Boltzmann 
energy equation. These assumptions are consistent with, for example, the 
Tjon-Wu model employed in the literature. The upper bound comes from 
a comparable evolution process. The verification of the upper bound by 
means of the theory of differential and integral inequalities uses, in this 
treatment, the confinement of the energy x to a compact interval [0, XJ of 
real numbers. The number X may be conceived of as arbitrarily large and 
as an upper bound for energy levels, fixed throughout the discussion. 
Characteristics of admittable probability density functions P( y, z ( x) are 
given acordingly. Since the convection is not actually analyzed in the deter- 
mination and the verification of the upper bound, the influence of the 
convection is accounted for through a safe “worst case analysis.” 
The idea is as follows: given an initial energy density F, that is not 
spatially homogeneous, choose a spatially homogeneous density g, that 
dominates F, at each point r in space. Analyze the evolution g, of g, as it 
moves to equilibrium in time t. Establish that the evolution g, of g, remains 
an upper bound for the evolution F, of F,. 
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2. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 
Model Boltzmann energy equations previously studied (see all references 
except [S, IO)) have the form of the initial value problem 
t$ (6 xl = S(g(t, .1)(x) 
(2.0) 
m xl = fo (xl 
Here, S incorporates the collision mechanism and describes the gain and 
loss of particles having energy x as given in the particle density function 
g(t, .) at time t. 
We generalize this to an equation in three spatial dimensions, 
dF 
z+v.VF=S(F), 0.1) 
Recall that the convection term can be rewritten as v .VF= 
JVFI cos(u, VF) where x = xi, 1 vs. Conse- 1111 [VFl cos(u, VF) = & 
quenfly, 
-&/VI; ‘I d ,/i JVF( cos (v, VF) < ,,& (VFI 
and 
where F is given at t = 0. 
$ & IOF/ - S(F)(x) 
< $ ,,& [VF[ cos(u, VF) - S(F)(x). P-2) 
One approach would be to generate g such that F(0, r, x) <g(O, X) and 
$-& IVgl -Sk)(x)>O. 
Then, from the above differential inequalities, it would follow that g(t, X) 2 
F(f, r, xl. 
Note that for r and t fixed, every velocity vector u in R3 is admitted here. 
This is different from the usual situation in fluid mechanics and causes an 
enhancement of spatial nonhomogeneities by u .VF, for suitable cos(u, VF). 
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3. AN ANALYSIS OF THE COLLISION OPERATOR 
In this section, we provide an analysis of the collision operator S. Other 
authors, especially in the study of Boltzmann energy equations in 
[ 1, 8, 11, 121, have made similar studies of this collision term. Their equa- 
tions incorporate no mechanism for spatial nonhomogeneous dispersion. 
Rather, the equations describe the evolution in time of an energy density 
~(l,x)=~X~xCP(.,zlX)R(~,Y)R(fiZ) 0 0 
- J’(Y, x I z) s(c Y) g(t, x)1 4 dz (3.0) 
with g(0, x) a prescribed initial particle density on an interval [0, X]. 
We make the following assumptions on the probability kernel P: 
(a) P is nonnegative and measurable on [0, X]’ = [0, X] x [0, X] x 
co, Xl, 
(b) P is symmetric in the sense that P(y, z(x) = P(z, y ) x) and 
~(Y,zlx)=~(Y,zlY+z-x), 
(c) P conserves energy in the sense that P( y, z ) x) = 0 if x > y + z, 
(d) P is normalized by jc P(y, z 1 x) dx = 1 for all y and z in [0, X], 
and 
(e) P is bounded in the sense that there is a number B such that if 
x, y, and z are in [0, X], then 
P(Y, zIx)<mY+z). 
Physical evidence for these assumptions is in the work of Ziff [ 11, 121 
and in the subsequent analysis of those papers in [IS]. If we denote the 
probability kernel of Ziff’s papers by P, and note that such kernels are 
defined on [0, CD)~, then we can construct a kernel on [0, Xl3 as 
for y, z, and x in [IO, X]. Because of the conservation of energy, it follows 
that P(y, z 1 x) = P, (y, z 1 x) if y + z < X and, because of the symmetry and 
normalization of P, , 
1 x 
-G i 2 0 
P,(y,zIu)du< 1. 
Also, because P, has properties (a), (b), (c), and (e) above, so does P. 
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As an example, let P, (y, z ( x) = l/(y + z) if x < y + z. (See, for example, 
[2, 7, 91.) In this example, P(y, z 1 x) = l/(y + z) if x < y + z < X and is l/X 
ifx<X<y+z. 
If we suppose thatfand g are measurable, then we can employ the usual 
calculus to separate the determination of the integral 
x x 
s!’ P(Y> z I x)f(y) g(z) dy dz 0 0 
into integration of P(y, z / x) f(y) g( ) z over the part where y + z < X and 
over the part where X6 y + z. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf f and g are in 9, ( [0, X] ) then 
x x 
ss P(Y> z I x)f(y) g(z) 4 dz 0 0 
= ss * uP(a,u-u(x)f(v)g(u-u)dudu .x 0 
+ j,* J’:_ I’ P(Y, z I x)f(~) g(z) dz 4. (3.1) 
Proof: 
x x 
I?’ P(~>zlx)f(y)g(z)d~dz 0 0 
= 
i‘ s 
x dy 
x 
dzP(~,zlx)f(y) g(z) 
0 0 
+jxdr joidzP(y,zIx)f(y)fi(~). x 
Because P( y, z 1 x) = 0 if y + z < x, the first of these integrals can be rewrit- 
ten and the last equation becomes 
I I %. 
X 
0 x--y d~P(y,~lx)f(y)g(~)+jXd~joxd~P(~~-lx)f(y)g(~) x 
s 5 X-y = * dy dz P(Y, z I x) f(v) g(z) 0 x- Y 
dz P(Y, z 1x1 f(y) g(z) 
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+J.)Y Jox-y dz KJS z I xl f(y) g(z) 
+ J J x dv 
x 
dzbt zlx)f(~) g(z). 
x X-) 
By the change of variables u = y + z, v = y, we have 
Also. 
j~~~J:-,,dzP(y,r,.r)jiy)g(z)+J-~d~J:-,dzP(y,zlx)/(~)g(z) 
.’ x x = I J dY P(Y, --lX)f(Y) g(z). 0 x -I 
This gives the lemma. 1 
The portion of the collision operator considered in the previous lemma 
represents the gain of particles due to collision as expressed in (3.0). We 
now consider the comparable loss term. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zff and g are in Lit’1 ([0, X]) then 
Proof. 
x x 
IS P(y>xIz)f(y)g(x)d~dz 0 0 
=~(-4/~d~f(L.) j’~d~P(~,xIz). 
0 0 
Because s$ P( y, x I z) dz = 1, we have the lemma. 1 
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Hereafter, we separate the collision term into the gain term G and the 
loss term L. It is appropriate to think of these two terms as a pair of 
bi-linear operators on appropriate spaces. Consequently, we define 
(3.2) 
In the next section, we will continue to use the space Yl (CO, A’]) of 
integrable functions on [O, X] with norm IfI 1 = J$’ If(x)1 dx and the space 
of bounded, integrable functions with norm ljfjl = supX IS(x 
The next two lemmas establish that if f and g are in either two spaces, 
then so are G(j, g) and L(f, g). 
LEMMA 3.3, Zff and g are i~ S$ ([0, Xl), then G(f, g) and L(f, g) are 
in 9, (CO, Xl). In fact, 
If3,LgN1~lfl,-lgi, 
and 
Proof: 
IG(f.g)i~~~xJ~~jxp~~,zIx~il(,~i lg(z)ldydzdx 0 0 0 
since si P(y, z ) x) dx = 1 for all y, z in X. The inequality for L is similar. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. If each off and g is a nonnegative, bounded member of 
% ( CO, Xl 1, thm 
and 
0 G G(f, g)(x) 9 3B ,/llfll II g/l IfI 1 I 41 (3.3) 
0 G uf, g)(x) G /IgIl Ifl I. (3.4) 
Proof: To get the bound (3.3) for G, we use representation (3.1) of 
Lemma 3.1. This representation expresses G(j; g)(x) as the sum of two 
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integrals. The second of these is bounded by using the bounding assump- 
tion on P: 
Also, X llfll 2 {,“f(x) dx = IfI 1, so that 
$1, l~l,fB~llfll llgll VII IA,. (3.6) 
To bound the first integral of (3.1), choose 0 < C < X. Then 
ss X UP(u,u-u(x)f.(u)g(u-v)dudu x 0 
c II 
f 1.i 
P(u, U-ulx)f(v) g(u-u)dudu 
0 0 
u, u-ulx)f(u) g(u-u)dudu 
~~-~Il~ll~ll~ll+~l1I,~l~l,. (3.7) 
(See Lemma 5(ii) of [7].) 
This last line provides a bound for each C in [0, X]. The minimum of 
these bounds occurs when C2 = lfl i 1 gl i/llfll 11 gl(. Using this value of C we 
have 
x u 
is P(u, u - u I x) f(u) g(u - v) du du x 0 
-Jllfll l/g/l lfll 1811. (3.8) 
Hence, adding (3.6) and (3.8), we get Inequality (3.3). 
To get Inequality (3.4), 
x x 
ss P(~,xlz)f(~)dx)&dz 0 0 
dllgll jxfW jXP(y~~/z)d~dy=lIgll-l~l,. I 
0 0 
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4. MODEL BOLTZMANN ENERGY EQUATIONS 
FOR SPACIALLY HOMOGENEOUS DISTRIBUTION 
In this section, we investigate the equation 
ag z= Sk, g)(x) = G(g> g)(x) - L(g, g)(x) (4.1) 
for x in [0, X]. 
If the initial value g, is in Yi ([0, X]) or in the subspace of bounded 
T1 (LO, X]) functions, we provide a solution for (4.1). 1~ fact, a series 
solution is obtained with convergence in either of the two spaces in which 
go occurs. 
As we have already observed in Lemma 3.2, L(f, g)(x) can be factored 
as g(x) . N(f), where N is the simple functional N(f) = Jcj(x) dx. Thus, 
(4.1) can be rewritten as 
;+ g(t) Wdt)) = G(g(tL s(t)). (4.2) 
As we shall see, N(g(t)) for (4.2) is independent of t. In fact, we have the 
following lemma which implies that the total number of particles, as 
represented by 1: g(r, x) dx, does not change. 
LEMMA 4.1. If g satisfies (4.2) and if g and ag/at are continuous on 
[0, co) x [0, X] with 
i‘ 
X 
g(0, x) dx = N, 
0 
then N(t) = st g(t, y) dy is constant and 
$6 x)+N.g(t, x)=G(g(t, .), g(t, .)1(x) (4.3) 
Proof: By integrating both sides of (4.2) with respect o x, we get that 
N’(t) = N*(t) - N*(t) = 0. Hence N is constant. Equation (4.3) now follows 
from (4.2). 1 
We now provide a series solution for (4.2). The series has a representa- 
tion 
g(t, x) = e-“’ 
lBe-Nl P 
- N 1 w&7+ I (XL (4.4) 
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where the coefficients W,, i are defined by 
w, = g(O) and W,,+i=- Ap$, GWp, K+I-,I. (4.5) 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose g(0) is in L$ ( [0, X]). Then 
Iwpl16lg(o~x. 
Proof. This may be established by induction using Lemma 3.3 for 
We now establish that the series converges and provides the solution in 
-rP, ([0, A’]) for (4.2). 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose g(0) = g, is in 9, ([0, Xl). Then the series given 
by (4.4) and (4.5) converges in ZL ([0, Xl). In fact, if n > m then 
Moreover, g(t) given by (4.4) satisfies (4.3) with g(0) = g,. 
Proof: Using Lemma 4.2, we have the inequality 
< N[ 1 - eCNrlm. 
This inequality establishes that the series representing g converges in 
T1 ([0, X]) and that the convergence is uniform on compact time intervals 
of [0, co). Hence, the series can be differentiated term by term. It follows 
that the function g given by (4.4) solves (4.3). 1 
In order to see that if g(0, x) is bounded for x in [0, X] then g(t, x) 
remains bounded, we determine bounds for { W,(x)},“=, given by (4.5). 
LEMMA 4.4. Zf g(0, x) is nonnegative for x in [0, X] then 
o< W,(x)< (3Bp IIg(0, .)]I iv-‘. 
409/142;1-14 
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ProoJ: As before, let N= jg(O)( 1. Then 0 < W, (x 
w2(x) = GMO), g(O))(x) G 3B IIg(O)ll N due to (3.3), and 
16 II!#l/? 0 G 
0 6 W,(x) d 3B &@-ii%? = (3B)3’2 llg(O)lI . N2. 
Finally, using induction, suppose the inequality holds for pdn and that 
n>3; then 
06 ,+,,xK~~~~ 3B&‘,l/ IIwn+,-,ll NpNn+l-~p 
=A -i (3B)‘“+5”4 I/g(O)/ N” 
p=l 
< (3B)‘“+ 1112 IIg(O)ll N”. I 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that g, is in 2, ([0, X]) and that go is bounded. 
There is a number T, such that if 0 < T-C To then the series in (4.4) con- 
verges uniformly for t in [0, T] and x in [O, X] to the solution g(t, x) of 
(4.3) with g(0, x) = g,(x). 
Proof: Suppose t > 0 and n > m; then 
(p + ’ )” N” (1 go (1 
= IIg,(I fieeNr t (1 -ePN’)p (,,k@)p. 
p=m 
This converges if 1 - ( l/&) < e N’. That this provides a local solution 
for (4.3) follows as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. i 
THEOREM 4.6. There is a function g which solves (4.3) for all t in [0, 00) 
and x in [0, X], and g remains bounded for t in compact subintervals of 
co, a). 
ProoJ: We establish that if T>O, then any solution on [0, T) remains 
bounded. First note that if g satisfies (4.3) then 
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Also, by Lemma 3.4, 
IIg(ty .)/I GepNr IIdo, .)I1 +ji eCN”-“‘3BN IIg(s, .)[I ds. 
By Gronwall’s inequality, l\g(t, .)\I f IIg(O, .)I\ .exp(N(3B- 1)t). Using 
standard arguments, solutions may be extended to [0, co). 1 
THEOREM 4.7. If go is nonnegative and bounded on [0, X] and ( g, 1, = N, 
then 
e-NI 
l-e-N* P 
___ yl+,Cx) N 1 
(4.6) 
converges for each x in [0, X] and t in [0, 00) to the solution of (4.1). 
Proof. For x in [0, X], let h(t, x) be as in (4.6) for 0 < t < To and be 
the extension given by Theorem 4.6 if t > To. The function h(t, .) agrees 
with g( t, .) in YI ( [0, Xl), for solutions in PI ([0, X] ) are unique. (See, for 
example, Theorem 3.2 of [2 1.) By induction, one establishes that 
O<eeN* 
1-e-M P 
~ w,+,(x)<h(t,x). N 1 
Hence, the series of (4.6) converges pointwise for each (t, x). By the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, this limit agrees with h(t, x) in 
gr ([0, L]). Thus, g(t, x) can be represented by the number series (4.6). 1 
We now provide a bound for solutions of (3.0). 
THEOREM 4.8. If g(t, x) is gioen by (4.6) then 
O<g(t,x)<N.B. (4.7) 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.1 and the bounding assumptions for P, we have 
that 
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By induction, as in Lemma 4.2 
and 
6NB. 
5. DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES 
Here is the equation of interest: Let D be all (1, r, x} with t > 0, x in 
[0, X], and r in R3. Let F,,(r, x) be an initial, non-negative distribution 
which is uniformly bounded for r E R” and x in [0, X]. We establish 
bounds for solutions of 
dF 
%+A IVFI cos( u, F) + N. F( t, r, x) 
= G(F(t, r, .), F(t, r, ‘1) 
with F(0, r, x) = F,(r, x). It is assumed that Fo(r, x) 20, 
(5.1) 
lim F(t,r,x)>O, 
s 
l[supF,(r,x)]dx=N, (5.2) Ir/ - cc 0 r 
and that there is A4 > 0 such that 
ii& 
lr/ - x 
F( t, r, x) < $. 
Here, we modify G in a manner which does not change the results of the 
previous section: G(S, g) = 0 iff(x) or g(x) < 0 for any x and G(,f, g) is as 
in Section 3, Eq. (3.2), otherwise. With this modification G(f, g) is 
quasimonotone. (See [lo, p. 2773.) 
We now choose g as follows: g(0, x) = sup, Fo(r, x) for all x in [0, X]. 
By (5.2) Ig(0, .)I, = N. Let g(t, x) be the function found in the previous 
section which solves (4.3). 
THEOREM 5.1. If F solves (5.1) and g solves (4.3) as described above, then 
F(t, r, x),<g(t, x) for all {t, r, x} in D. 
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Proof. We define a function 4 as 
b(P, PI = Cl + BW’l(1 + W’Ml + Ph 
where /I > 1, p > 0, and W = p/j?. Note that 
(5.4) 
$(PYB)Gl and O~~~P.P)Qmo.8). 
Moreover, IVd(lrl, PM = I(W~p)(l4, PII. We choose 
f(4 r, x) = g(t, x) + ~~Y(I~I, B) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
for {t, r, x} in D, where M is as in (5.3) and the constant c( is to be 
revealed subsequently. Now, 
and 
f(O, r, x) = do, x) + Mdlrl, B) > WA r, x1 
lim f( t, r, x) = g( t, x) + Me”’ > iii? F( t, r, x). 
lrl - 53 lrl - cu 
We compute 
g-& 1grad.f +W-Wif) 
=~+aMea’(-,/; $(lrl,/3) Me”+Ng+NMe”‘d 
I I 
- G( g, g) - 2Me”‘bG( g, 1) - M2e2”‘4*G( 1, 1). (5.7) 
Using (5.5) and that g solves (4.3), the right side of (5.7) dominates: 
cxMe*‘q - & dMe’* + NMe,‘# 
- 2Me”‘dG( g, 1) - M*e*“‘d*G( 1, 1) 
BMe”‘#(a--fi+N-2G(g, l)-Me”‘G(1, 1)). (5.8) 
The inequality of (5.8) uses the fact that 4 < 1. It follows that there is a 
number T, such that if 0 < t d T, then 
O<cc--,/%+N-2G(g(t,.), l)(x)-Mea’G(l, l)(x). 
The justification of this is made by choosing such an c1 for t = 0; by con- 
tinuity, the inequality persists for certain t>O. Note that the choice of T, 
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can be made independent of p and x. It follows that (5.7) is strictly positive 
for all {t,r,~} in D, with O<tdT,. 
We claim that F( t, r, x) <f(z, r, x) for any B 2 1. For, suppose not. 
Because of (5.3) the collection of r such that F(t, r, x) >f(t, r, x), with 
{t, r, x> in D, is bounded. There is a {i, i, .?} in ail such {t, r. x} such that 
t” is minimum. By continuity, as in [lo], 
Et Q- i, r^, a) = -& (t^, Fa) for i= 1, 2, 3, 
I I 
(5.9) 
and F(t, i, x)<f(t, i, x) for x in [IO, X] and t in [0, i]. 
Because of relations (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9), 
O<$-,b Igradfl +W-G(f,f)l~,i,m 
~~-~lgradFi+N~-G(F,F)/i,i., 
GE+& lgradF/ cos(6, F)+ NF-G(F, F)Ii,i,i-=O. 
This is a contradiction. Hence, F(t, r, x) <f(t, r, x) for all (t, r, x} such 
that t E [0, T,]. Since 4 -+ 0 as /I -+ KI, this limit yields F(t, r, x) < g(t, x) 
for {t, r, x} in D such that tE [0, r,]. Since the problem is not 
autonomous, the construction can be repeated for t E [T, , T2] making use 
of the initial inequality F( T,, r, x) < g( T,, x) for {T,, r, x) in D. This is 
repeated for t E [T2, T3], etc. The assumption that there exists a finite 
supremum T for the sequence ( T, 1 which cannot be exceeded is refuted by 
the observation that the repetition of the construction yields an initial 
inequality corresponding to F( T, r, x) <f( T, r, x) at time i? Thus, any 
arbitrary large time t can be reached in a finite number of steps T, , T,, . 
According to the definition of C$ and PV in (5.4) the choice of /I + co with 
Irl fixed yields F( t, r, x) < g(t, x) for all { t, r, x) in D. 1 
We end this section with three remarks on the physical assumptions 
made in this section. 
Remark 1. The term N. F(t, r, x) in (5.1) represents the loss or sink 
term in the decomposition of the collision operator S in (4.1). Whereas, in 
Section 4, Lemma 4.1, and in the absence of the term & IVFl cos( u, F), 
we found that N(g(t, x)) is constant-independent of g or t-the primary 
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assumption of Section 5 is that this persists in Eq. (2.1) to give Eq. (5.1). 
Thus, we approximate the operator S of Eq. (2.1) with 
s(F) = G(F, F) - N-F. (5.10) 
Mathematically, the effect is that 
aF 
-zg+&lVFl.b+N.F-G(F,F), (5.11) 
for every b = cos(u, F) E [ - 1, 11, is quasimonotone, and, in this case, is 
inverse monotone (see [lo]). These properties will not hold if N. F is 
replaced by N(F) . F. 
Remark 2. Quasimonotonicity of the original problem with S, as in 
Eq. (2.1), requires the validity of S(g) 2 S(f) for all admissible g and f 
satisfying g 2 jI This is not true, as is seen by the choice of g as the equi- 
librium solution g, where S(g,) = 0. The expression 3 of equation (5.10) 
preserves quasimonotonicity, however. The property of quasimonotonicity, 
if valid, admits the deduction of general properties of sets of solutions, by 
means of bounds, whose verification rests on inverse monotonicity. Since 
there is usually a delicate balance of the contributions of the individual 
terms in an operator equation in the absence of inverse monotonicity, it is 
not generally possible to determine simultaneously a set of solutions, but 
rather solutions have to be determined individually. Obviously, the deduc- 
tion of general properties from a set of individual solutions is difficult. The 
replacement of N(F). F by N. F in the transfer from S to 3 is a critical 
approximation which now will be validated heuristically for the limiting 
case of large x and X. 
A division of (2.1) by ,,/k yields 
g+,r;;-,lVFj .b-&S(F)=0 (5.12) 
where z = t fi and E = l/@. A s E + 0, the boundedness of S(F) for 
bounded F implies that ES(F) may be dropped from (5.12) provided 
JVFI # 0. This is not done; rather, ES(F) is replaced by d(F) with a corre- 
spondingly small error for small 1.~1. This allows the employment of the 
powerful tool of inverse monotonicity. The existence of the bounded g 
following from this property implies that 
(1) the collision operator itself cannot cause a selective amplification 
of F within certain intervals of r and x, and 
(2) if this non-amplification is not true for S(F) = G(F, F) - N(f)F 
then the failure is in the replacement of S by 3. 
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Remark 3. Even though physical F’s are nonnegative, the solutions of 
the model employed here do not necessarily possess this property unless 
the modification subsequent o (5.3) is adopted. 
The inequality ji sup, F, (r, x) dx = N(F,)( r) < N(g) follows from (5.2) 
and the initial equality Fo(r, x) = F(0, r, x) 6 sup, F(0, r, x) = g(0, x) for x 
in [0, X] and all r in R3. According to Theorem 5.1, F( t, r, x) <f(t, r, x) 
for x in [0, X], t in [0, 21, and r in R3. Consequently, N(F(f, r)) < N(f(t)). 
That is, N(f) is an upper bound of N(F), where N(f) -+ N(g) = N as 
/3 -+ co. This replacement of N(f) by N characterizes the transfer from S 
to 3. 
6. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The collision operator S in (2.1) has been taken from the one in (2.0) 
assuming the separation of an influence of the spatial nonhomogeneity of 
F from that of the collision mechanism implied by the kernel P. The 
inequalities of Sections 4 and 5 are consistent with every probability kernel 
P which satisfies the conditions stated in Section 3. This generality removes 
arbitrariness of the choice of P in some previous work on model 
Boltzmann energy equations. Yet, the results produce bounds for g; see 
Theorem 4.8. 
The replacement in Section 5 of N(F) . F by N. F implies an increase of 
this sink term, up to the level N of the limit of this expression. The major 
motivation of Section 5 is the complicated nature of the convection term 
u .VF= & /VFl . h for all b in [ - 1, 11. Whereas, in fluid mechanics, there 
is locally one and only one velocity vector u in R’, there are uncountably 
many velocity vectors u in R3 such that IIul12 = J?x < fi, which are 
assigned to a point with fixed r in R3. Consequently, (VFI #O might cause 
automatic enhancement of the slopes [8F/-/ar, I for suitable b in [ - 1, 11. 
Under the assumption of the replacement of S by 3 for large x, the 
existence of the upper boundfof F shows that the approximation of S by 
3 prevents an unbounded rowth. 
In (2.2) and (2.3), - / x /VP1 provides a “worst case analysis” concern- 
ing the influence of the convection term while verifying the upper bound for 
F. The upper bound given by Theorem 4.8 for g is an upper bound for F 
if S can be approximated by 3. 
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